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WHAT’S IT ABOUT
It's officially reached the stage where we'd rather do ANYTHING than an online quiz
with friends, family or colleagues...
To mix it up, we've created range of virtual wine tasting experiences which are
anything but the above! Pick from our range of out-there themes, get the tasting
packs delivered to your door, and pick a time that works for your party for an online
guided session with one of our experts. In true Vagabond style, we don't take
ourselves too seriously, we love good wine and good times and these experiences
reflect just that (oh and some awesome wine knowledge thrown in the mix too).

YOU GET
IN EACH OF OUR TASTING PACKS, YOU GET*:
- 6 x 100ml bottles of wine.
- Tasting cards.
- A guided online session with a member of our
expert team at the date and time of your
choice (approx 1.5 hours).

THEMES & PRICING
THE DONS THAT ARE VAGABOND WINES £ 4 0

Wines made from our legendary in house winemaker Gavin. This
tasting will give you the down low on English wine with a few South
African nuggets thrown in.

VAGABOND URBAN WINERY: 2018 VS 2019 TASTE OFF £ 4 5

ADDITIONAL INFO:
- Each pack is perfect for 1-2 people.
- We charge a standard £8.50 delivery per kit anywhere in the UK.

In this tasting we explore our 2018 and 2019 vintages of our English
wines side by side, allowing us to explore how different factors such
as weather influence the wines we drink.

¡ROJOS FANTÁSTICOS! FOR RED WINE LOVERS £ 5 0

Let us take you on a journey through Portugal and Spain as we
explore some of our favourite reds from these important regions.

AROMATHERAPY FOR WHITE WINE LOVERS £ 5 0

Are you under the impression that white wine is just crisp and dry?
Think again. In this tasting we explore white wines that will do more
than just tickle your taste buds.

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED £ 5 0

Our team of wine experts have delved deeper into some of the world's
most famous wine regions to bring you some hidden gems not
normally associated with these areas.

THE NITTY GRITTY
TESTIMONIALS
- We require the sessions to be booked at least 3 working
days in advance to ensure we can get the wines packed
up and on their way to you in time.
- We require a minimum of 8 packages to be purchased
to run the online session.
- Guests will be required to provide their own glasses to
enjoy the wines during the tasting.

‘I've done a bunch of wine tastings and they can often be alienating and stuffy,
Vagabond’s was worlds apart from that - thoroughly enjoyed.’
- Litmus
‘Felt very comfortable and just the right amount of talking/drinking/interaction.’
- Albion
‘We really enjoyed the event and had lots of fun. And I think we managed to
learn a bit in between the drinking too, which can only be a good thing…’
- Saint-Clement
‘I thought it was pitched just right with a good selection of wines and the right
level of technical stuff.'
- Anon

GET IN TOUCH!
07494 211 056

Phoebe@vagabondwines.co.uk

